
The Social
Construction
of Cities

The earth below, the roof above, and the walls around
make up a special sort of commodity: a place to be bought and
sold, rented and leased, as well as used for making a life. At least
in the United States, this is the standing of place in legal statutes
and in ordinary people's imaginations. Places can (and should) be
the basis not only for carrying on a life but also for exchange in a
market. We consider this commodification of place fundamental
to urban life and necessary in any urban analysis of market soci-
eties.

Yet in contrast to the way neoclassical economists (and their
followers in sociology) have undertaken the task of understanding
the property commodity, we focus on how markets work as social
phenomena. Markets are not mere meetings between producers
and consumers, whose relations are ordered by the impersonal
"laws" of supply and demand. For us, the fundamental attributes
of all commodities, but particularly of land and buildings, are the
social contexts through which they are used and exchanged. Any
given piece of real estate has both a use value and an exchange
value.' An apartment building, for example, provides a "home"
for residents (use value) while at the same time generating rent for

1. We derive the distinction between use and exchange values from Marx's
original formulation, as clarified through David Harvey's (1973, 1982) writings.
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the owners (exchange value). Individuals and groups differ on
which aspect (use or exchange) is most crucial to their own lives.
For some, places represent residence or production site; for oth-
ers, places represent a commodity for buying, selling, or renting
to somebody else. The sharpest contrast (and the most important
in this book) is between residents, who use place to satisfy essen-
tial needs of life, and entrepreneurs, who strive for financial re-
turn, ordinarily achieved by intensifying the use to which their
property is put.

The pursuit of exchange values in the city does not necessarily
result in the maximization of use values for others. Indeed, the
simultaneous push for both goals is inherently contradictory and
a continuing source of tension, conflict, and irrational settle-

ments. 2 This book explores the conflict between use and exchange
values in cities, enumerates and examines the forms of this con-
tradiction, and analyzes how it is ordinarily managed. In our view,
this conflict closely determines the shape of the city, the distribu-
tion of people, and the way they live together. Similarly, in light
of this tension we can better understand the political dynamics of
cities and regions and discover how inequalities in and between
places-a stratification of place as well as of individuals and
groups-are established and maintained.

This method of analysis is particularly appropriate to the urban
system in the United States, a country that is unusual, even among
Western industrial societies, in the extent to which places are the
sites of struggles over use and exchange goals. The United States,
as Harvey (1982:346) observes, "is the one country in which land,
from the very beginning, was treated in a manner that came clos-
est to that dictated by purely capitalistic considerations." The
chronic protests of entrepreneurs notwithstanding, the numerous
layers of the American government do relatively little to interfere
with the commercial manipulation of land and buildings. This ex-
treme commodification of place touches the lives of all and influ-
ences virtually every cultural, economic, and political institution
that operates on the urban scene.

2. Unlike traditional geographers who blandly treat "locational conflicts" as
essentially technical difficulties, Cox (1981), like ourselves, traces them to a
' corn modification" of the communal living space, which pits residents against
property entrepreneurs over issues of land development and finance.

There is another distinguishing characteristic of the U.S. mar-
ket environment. Local officials have extensive authority and fis-
cal responsibility for land use, revenues, and levels of urban ser-
vices. This autonomy together with the enforced self-sufficiency
of localities raises the stakes for an individual "choosing" a place
to live or invest in, as well as what rides on local decision making.
Life chances of all sorts, including the ability to make money
from property, are significantly determined by what goes on at the
local level. The tools of place manipulation are within reach (or
at least appear to be), and this motivates individuals and groups to
pursue their interests at the local level, particularly by influencing
local government. The ensuing conflict between those seeking
gain from exchange values and those from use values is by no
means a symmetrical one, for differently equipped contenders mo-
bilize their individual, organizational, and class resources on be-
half of place-related goals. The ability to manipulate place suc-
cessfully, including altering the standing of one place compared
to that of another, is linked to an individual's location in the strat-
ification system generally. The two systems of stratification (place
and individual) thus penetrate one another.

Although these conditions make U.S. cities an appropriate fo-
cus for a study of the social nature of markets in land and build-
ings, our analysis applies to other societies to the degree that they
approximate the U.S. situation of private real estate markets and
local government autonomy. Virtually all market societies bear
some resemblance to the U.S. case, but all also vary in ways that
may make our conclusions fit only more or less closely. Neverthe-
less, we offer the basic hypothesis that all capitalist places are the
creations of activists who push hard to alter how markets function,
how prices are set, and how lives are affected. Our present goal is
to learn how this is done in the United States, specifying the roles
various social groups and institutions play.

In making this our central urban question, we draw upon much
previous research and analysis from diverse intellectual traditions.
We rely heavily upon the steady stream of recent advances in neo-
Marxian political economy (from sociologists, economists, ge-
ographers, political scientists, and planners) but extensively use
more traditional materials in human ecology and community stud-
ies as well. We do not conceive of this book as either a summary
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or a synthesis, although there are elements of both. Rather, we use
what we need from a number of traditions to explain the city as a
meeting ground of use and exchange values. In making the case
for an interest-driven social construction of cities, our aim is not
to negate the results of other approaches but to draw upon them
as the basis for a new way of conducting an urban sociology.

In the remainder of this chapter, we clarify how our approach
differs from the two main traditions that have influenced our think-
ing. We then present the substance of our argument and indicate
how we will provide, chapter by chapter, evidence for and elabo-
ration of our central argument.

Human Ecology and Its Successors

The centrality of markets and the assumption of a free
market system have been major elements in the reasoning of urban
social science since it first began (Thomlinson, 1969:129), al
though this is usually not explicitly acknowledged. As sociolo-
gists, we are most familiar with the Chicago school of human
ecology, a school of thought so deeply immersed in free market
reasoning that its practitioners seem not to have been aware that
there was even an alternate approach. Perhaps because of this re-
liance on a closed set of market assumptions, the human ecology
school maintained a theoretical consistency enjoyed by few other
schools within social science. This distinctive perspective has
been expertly exploited over several generations, yielding hun-
dreds of studies, theoretical refinements, and policy recommen-
dations. Most important, and the precedent we strive to emulate
in this book, the Chicago school of human ecology actually pos-
sessed a "real object" (Castells, 1976:73) and a research strategy
that distinguished it from other social science approaches.

In human ecology, spatial relations are the analytical basis for
understanding urban systems, including the physical shape of cit-
ies, relations among people, and economic and social relations
between urban areas. Regardless of the degree to which this spa-
tial emphasis caused so much to be left "behind in the dust"
(Michelson, 1976:3), the ecology school did impose a worthwhile
discipline on the topic. Within the human ecology framework,
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urban sociology cannot be expanded to the study of all phenomena
found in the city (which is virtually all phenomena). Human ecol-
ogy provided a theory, a focus on the subject matter, and an
agenda for ordering research priorities.

The Chicago ecologists explained urban development through
a "biotic" determinism. Like all other living things, human beings
must first find a spatial niche in the larger habitat. This gives rise
to a struggle, benignly competitive in the ecologists' formulation,
in which each type of land user ends up in the location to which
the user is best adapted. In a social Darwinism of space, the geo-
graphical allocation of human types maximizes efficiency for the
community as a whole. The biggest bank naturally gains access to
a site in the center of town because that's the point from which it
can most efficiently serve its customers, who are located every-
where around it. An auto repair garage is appropriately displaced
to a less crucial spot on the periphery. The bank and garage are
not at war with one another, but are linked through symbiotic com-
petition. Just as the mighty redwood tree does not wantonly "ex-
ploit" the ferns that live in the shade it provides, the dominant and
less dominant within the human ecological community are mu-
tually adaptive, contributing to the sustenance of the total habitat
(see Hawley, 1950:66-68). Each subarea takes on its own char-
acter stemming from the kind of role (for example, banking center
or rooming house district) it best plays.

In contrast to other species whose behaviors are genetically
fixed, human beings have an equilibrating force in the property
market and its price system. Although the ecological theorists did
not make detailed statements about their market assumptions,
their formulations necessarily assume free competition for space
among users, resolved according to the relative desirability of par-
ticular locations and the buying power of competing land users.
The "supplies" consist of land and buildings, which entrepreneurs
add to the market in proportion to consumers' demand. Both buy-
ers and sellers are autonomous individuals: Property entrepre-
neurs try to satisfy space needs of consumers, and consumers
"vote" their preferences by choosing among products as their taste
dictates, always free to substitute one product for another if price,
quality, or utility should change. In good market fashion, buyers
use their money to bid up the price of the most useful properties,
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which, because of their high cost, then go to the "fittest" of con-
sumers.

We thus end up in the ecological perspective with a "hidden
hand" that secures the greatest good for the greatest number as a
natural outcome of the market mechanism. In the world of human
beings, money reflects fitness for dominance and provides the ac-
cess to a given niche; price reflects the inherent desirability of a
particular piece of property to those who can put it to the "best"
use. High prices "signal" producers to mark out new land and
create buildings to meet additional needs; consumers follow the
same signals in determining where to live or set up shop. The
market, in a biological metaphor, shapes the urban landscape and,
because of the social adaptations it demands, determines the re-
lations of people within the city.

The result is an optimal ordering of human settlement, in which
the only real interests are the shared ones of keeping the market
system functioning smoothly. Inequality is inevitable, but benign.
In Park's words (1952:161), "the process results in the regulation
of numbers, the distribution of vocations, putting every individual
and every race into the particular niche where it will meet the least
competition and contribute most to the life of the community." For
the prominent ecologist Amos Hawley, inequality among places
is even more explicitly construed as a natural consequence of dif-
ferentiation. "A hierarchy of power relations emerges among dif-
ferentiated (geographic) units . . . inequality is an inevitable ac-
companiment of functional differentiation. Certain functions are
by their nature more influential than others; they are strategically
placed in the division of labor and thus impinge directly upon a
larger number of other functions . . . functional differentiation
necessitates a (geographic) centralization of control" (Hawley,
1950:221).

Like differences within cities, differences between cities are
based on a functional symbiosis that distributes growth and devel-
opment across nations and world regions (Bogue, 1951, 1971;
Duncan et al., 1960). Cities thus grow because they are able to
make a positive contribution in the larger system of cities. Suc-
cessful cities have special advantages like a deep water port (New
York City) or a centrality and therefore easy access to markets and
raw materials (Chicago). New York thus becomes the U.S. center
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of world trade, Chicago the meatpacking capital of America. Ex-
tensive lists of such attributes, primarly physical advantages, are
used to claim ecological superiority and to explain the consequent
urban growth (see White and Foscue, 1964).

Dominance both within and between places thus follows nec-
essarily from the inherent differences among places and sustains
efficiency of the system, an efficiency that follows more or less
automatically. Hawley relegates politics to the role of maintaining
the market mechanism. 3 As Mingione (1981:64) remarks on ecol-
ogists generally, they avoid "any connection between urban social
structures and the general class structure of society, and between
the urbanization process and the capital accumulation process .-4
There is nothing essentially problematic in the view that, as Park
and Burgess (1921.'712) put it, "the modern city . . . is primarily
a convenience of commerce and it owes its existence to the mar-
ketplace around which it sprang up."'

Besides their impact within sociology, the basic precepts of the
Chicago school of human ecology live on in other fields. The Chi-
cago school had been stimulated by, and helped to foster, comple-
mentary intellectual programs in urban economics and urban ge-
ographyb Indeed, unencumbered by the constraints imposed by
close observation of the real behavior of human beings, these spe-

3. On this point see the criticisms made by Alihan (1938), Hollingshead
(1947), and Firey (1945). Zorbaugh ([1926] 1961) specifically discounted the
sociological relevance of what he called administrative areas. Not all the Chicago
ecologists excluded political factors. McKenzie ([1926] 1961), in fact, counted
"political and administrative measures" among the "ecological factors" that shape
the spatial relations among persons. Elsewhere McKenzie (1933:158-70) explic-
itly considered the competition among cities for favorable positions in an increas-
ingly interdependent system of cities and such phenomena as local boosterism
and conflicts over federal tax and expenditure policies. Yet even McKenzie was
primarily interested in the economic forces leading toward system integration,
seeing political competition as a subsidiary phenomenon. As a rule, human ecol-
ogists have failed to see geopolitical units as representing vested interests.

4. In Mingione's formulation (1981:21), "a) territory is a map of social rela-
tions of production because it is fundamental to all those relationships; b) territory
is itself a means of production c) territory is a consumer good in short supply."

5. Maureen Jung (1983) pointed out this passage.
6. There is the pioneering work of von Thunen (1826) and Christaller (1933),

through the more modern formulations of Alonso (1964) and Muth (1969). Such
doctrines as central place theory, rank-size rules, the self-driven dynamics of
agglomeration economies, the bid-rent curve, and the hierarchy of urban places
share the free market economic determinism implicit in the ecological model.
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cialties could go on to achieve especially impressive technical re-
finement and logical consistency. They retain, indeed reify, a vi-
sion of place as market-ordered space, to which human activity
responds.

Beyond the assumption that humans are individualistic strivers,
scholars in these fields have no interest in either entrepreneurs or
place users as social actors. Entrepreneurs merely compete with
one another to provide place products, the price of which is deter-
mined by buyers seeking to maximize their own individual effi-
ciencies. Price itself is analytically interesting only because it in-
dicates an equilibrium outcome; price measures real value of one
place compared to another and is a handy reflection of the efficien-
cies of location. By reading the price of parcels, one gains the
crucial information of the urban social system.

Many social scientists have not accepted such assumptions,
whether expressed in the economists' terminology we have just
used or in the biotic language of the ecologists. A minority of
economists-"institutional economists"-have insisted that so-
cial organization routinely interferes with market functioning and
must be treated as an empirical problem (Clawson, 1972). Many
sociologists, even those with close ties to the ecologists, wince at
the determinism that excludes human volition, cultural folkways,
and political activities as real factors in human affairs (see Alihan,
1938). Much work has been done in urban sociology, particularly
"community studies," with little or no reference to the ecological
framework.

Indeed, the shortcomings of the ecology school seem to have
given sociologists license to study almost anything taking place in
the city and to call it urban sociology. After dismissing the spatial
determinism and market assumptions of the ecologists, these so-
ciologists have offered no clear alternative for an analytical disci-
pline. As long as it had a city address, the urban research topic
could be poor families or rich ones, a halfway house or a dance
hall.. Subjects like juvenile delinquency, poverty, or mental illness
were all "urban." In our terminology, there was anecdotal preoc-
cupation with the struggle among those striving for use values,
largely without systematic attention to the exchange value con-
text. To be sure, there were certain recurrent themes (like whether
or not urban conditions "depersonalize" human interaction) to be

tested in a hundred different places at a hundred different times
(see Hauser, 1967; Fischer, 1984:25-28 passim). But these were,
at best, hypotheses within a topic, not the boundary of a field or
the basis for an intellectual agenda. In the 1960s, when a new era
of political reform demanded an urban studies "relevant" to the
"urban crisis," virtually any question having to do with race, eth-
nicity, social class, deprivation, or human handicap was subsumed
by the fashionable field of urban studies.

Our goal is to avoid this topical wandering, even while ac-
knowledging that people and their institutions do "count." We can
do this by doing more than noticing that the market-driven schools
like ecology have "left out" human culture. The real flaw of such
schools is that they ignore that markets themselves are the result
of cultures; markets are bound up with human interests in wealth,
power, and affection. Markets work through such interests and the
institutions that are derived from and sustain them. These human
forces organize how markets will work, what prices will be, as
well as the behavioral response to prices.

People draw upon their emotional and social resources to build
lives and develop entrepreneurial schemes around the opportuni-
ties available to them in a particular place. In brief, price is socio-
logical and sociology is needed to analyze its determination as
well as its consequence. By showing, in effect, how social factors
shape prices of places and humans' response to those prices, we
can understand the physical and social shape of cities. We will
continue to study land "markets," retaining thereby the "real ob-
ject" of the ecologists, but we will throw out the limiting and
untenable assumptions about how those markets operate. Whereas
the key behavioral assumption of economist thinking is that
people are inherently individualistic with aggregate efficiency fol-
lowing as a result, our behavioral assumption is that people tend,
in their market behavior as everywhere else, toward coalition and
organization. It is the efficiency of results that is open and prob-
lematic.

Put still another way, we see places as vital units, not goods on
a rack. Both property entrepreneurs and residents make great ef-
forts, often organized ones, to guarantee that various kinds of pro-
duction and consumption occur in one place and that other activ-
ities occur in another place. Among the consequences of these
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efforts are changes in prices, which then lead to still more social
effects in other realms. Geographical communities are not mere
containers of activities, some of which happen to have price re-
sults or respond to price cues. Rather, community is accomplished
through concrete, practical activities of individuals (see Romes,
forthcoming), who, regardless of where they live, work, or invest,
see place as the vehicle for meeting significant needs. In the pre-
scient words of William Form (1954:317), there is active manip-
ulation of place itself through "the institutional pressures which
maintain the ecological order."

The Marxian Approach to the City

Marx gave relatively little attention to space as an analyt-
ical problem (Qadeer, 1981:176) and treated the owners of real
estate as an essentially reactionary residue of a disappearing feu
dal order. Marx appears, in his writing, to be "extraordinarily re-
luctant to admit of any positive role for the landlord under capi-
talism" (Harvey, 1982:331). Contemporary Marxiari scholars
have thus applied the more general Marxian framework to urban
issues, using the productive system-the accumulation process-
as their primary explanatory apparatus. Thus, in throwing out
the economistic assumptions of optimizing markets, the neo-
Marxians have tended toward their own set of limiting assump-

tions. Whereas for the ecologists the city results from a happy
market equilibrium, for the Marxians it is a dismal consequence
of the logic of capital accumulation. In the ecological formula-
tion, urban people are little more than various species of land
users; for the Marxians residents are "labor" whose urban role is
to be "reproduced" as a factor of production. Whatever exists in
the urban realm, as in any other, must be there because it serves
the exploitation of workers by capitalists. Under such reasoning,
for example, suburbia developed merely to provide capital with a
new realm in which to invest and to stimulate additional demand
for consumer goods. This verges on a Marxian version of func-
tionalism, a "fudging" (Giddens, 1984a) that avoids working
through how human activities actually give social structures their
reality.
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David Harvey, the most important of the Marxian urban schol-
ars and the author of much work that has inspired our own, has
sometimes generalized in ways that would seem to cut off a great
deal of useful thinking and research. Harvey writes (1976:289, as
quoted in Domhoff, forthcoming):

Conflicts in the living space are, we can conclude, reflections of
the underlying tension between capital and labor. Appropriators
and the construction faction mediate the forms of conflict-they
stand between capital and labor and thereby shield the real source
of tension from view. The surface appearance of conflicts around
the built environment-the struggles against the landlord or
against urban renewal-conceals a hidden essence that is nothing
more [our emphasis] than the struggle between capital and labor.

Similarly, another" important Marxian writer, Richard Walker
(1981:385), even as he discusses use values, defines the problem
as a need to understand how the city is "constructed and contin-
ually reconstituted to assure the reproduction of capital (accumu-
lation) and capitalist social relations (holding class struggle in
check)."

The topics of an urban sociology come dangerously close to
merging with Marxian political economy, generally, and the ana-
lytical exercises become as predictable as those carried out by
economist market theorists . 7 Once again, the "real object" of an
urban sociology may be lost as analysis of all phenomena fixes on
the accumulation process. The only actors who matter, if any ac-
tors matter at all, are the corporate capitalists, whose control of
the means of production appears to make them, for all practical
purposes, invincible.

Much of our work tries to show how human activism is a force
in cities. We strive to follow a more recent dictum of David
Harvey in which, though rejecting the ecologists' treatment of
"geometric properties of spatial patterns as fundamental," he ac-

7. The parallel between ecological and Marxist thinking was acknowledged
by Castells, who argued in The Urban Question that

the results obtained by ecology have more value for the establishing of a
theory of space than a mass of sociocultural correlations, for they reflect
this primary determination by the productive forces and the relations of
production that stem from them (Castells, 1979:122-23).
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knowledges the "opposite danger" of seeing "spatial organization
as a mere reflection of the processes of accumulation and class
reproduction." We also try to "steer a middle course" and "view
location as a fundamental material attribute of human activity but
recognize that location is socially produced" (Harvey, 1982:374;
see also Duncan, 1961). 8

To carry out this effort, we give primary attention to the strat-
egies, schemes, and needs of human agents and their institutions
at the local level. People dreaming, planning, and organizing
themselves to make money from property are the agents through
which accumulation does its work at the level of the urban place.
Social groups that push against these manipulations embody hu-
man strivings for affection, community, and sheer physical sur-
vival. The boundaries of our urban sociology are drawn around
the meeting place (geographical and analytical) of these two
struggles.

Our focus on parochial actors is not meant to slight the ob-
viously crucial linkages between these local urban phenomena, on
the one hand, and cosmopolitan political and economic forces, on
the other. 9 But for the sake of manageability, our urban sociology
must focus on the local manifestations of those linkages. Then,
however, analysis should work "outward" toward macro concerns
of world systems theorists, as well as "inward" toward micro
psychic understandings, since both feed into, and are shaped by,
activities at the land-use nexus. Our focal point is always the
meeting of use and exchange values on the urban ground, which
then directs how the inward and outward investigations should
proceed.

8. Our view closely corresponds to Storper and Walker's (1983) conception
of "structural realism." A model of employment, in their terms, "involves both
underlying `structural' relations and their logic, of which the human actors are
largely unaware, and human agency and contingent circumstances. . . . Together,
structures and agency/contingency generate the actual events of everyday life.
Such a conception necessarily includes the flow of history, indeterminate (non-
predictable) outcomes, and contradictory outcomes, including those so severe as
to threaten the reproduction of either the actors or the social system itself." This
approach is akin to Giddens's (1984b) conception of "structuration" as a call to
end the dualism in which social structure and human action are juxtaposed as
different "things."

9. Thus we cannot abide the happy populism that seems to characterize Cas-
tells's (1983) recent work because it seems oblivious to the structures through
which social action receives its challenges (see Molotch, 1984).
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The Building of Cities

The chapters that follow are an effort to construct a soci-
ology of cities on the basis of a sociology of urban property rela-
tions. Chapter 2 presents our perspective on the markets of places,
emphasizing the ways in which the sociological qualities of real
estate make conventional market reasoning especially inappro-
priate for understanding how social relations are ordered around
it. We identify people and organizations with interests in places
and how those interests affect use and exchange values. We em-
phasize the ongoing effort of place entrepreneurs to increase local
rents by attracting investment to their sites, regardless of the ef-
fects this may have on urban residents. We argue that these striv-
ings for exchange value create a competition among place entre-
preneurs to meet the preferences of capital investors. This is our
way of showing how local actors link parochial settings with cos-
mopolitan interests, making places safe for development. It is a
system, we indicate, that stratifies places according to the ease
with which they can attract capital-a stratification that then alters
the life chances of local individuals and groups. The remainder of
the book is devoted to more detailed and empirically based elab-
orations of these themes.

In chapter 3 we argue that the pursuit of exchange values so
permeates the life of localities that cities become organized as
enterprises devoted to the increase of aggregate rent levels through
the intensification of land use. The city becomes, in effect, a
"growth machine." The growth ethic pervades virtually all aspects
of local life, including the political system, the agenda for eco-
nomic development, and even cultural organizations like baseball
teams and museums. Moving beyond previous analyses (Molotch,
1967, 1976, 1979), we argue that these growth machines are his-
torical, dating from frontier America, but take different forms and
have different impacts depending upon time and context. Al-
though growth is often portrayed as beneficial to all residents of
all places, in reality the advantages and disadvantages of growth
are unevenly distributed. The nature of the growth machine, in-
cluding its tactics, organization, and effects on local populations,
has been little investigated by students of community power, and
we therefore sketch a picture of growth machines in action.
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How neighborhood life is affected by and in turn affects the
growth system is analyzed in chapter 4. Neighborhood stability,
we argue, is dependent on an area's strategic utility to the growth
machine apparatus. Neighborhoods whose obliteration would bet-
ter serve growth goals are subject to the strongest pressure; unless
their residents and organizations are high enough in the hierar-
chies of power to resist, neighborhoods are sacrificed to the
growth goal. Such neighborhood attributes as the mode of inter-
personal supports, the presence or absence of an indigenous busi-
ness class, and race and racism also help shape specific outcomes.

In chapter 5 we evaluate the ways government, at various lev-
els, has intervened in the distribution of use and exchange values.
In contrast to the use value rhetoric that regularly cloaks govern-
ment policy making, the policies themselves routinely bolster ex-
change gains for the powerful. In zoning, planning, environmen-
tal protection, and, more broadly, national urban policies, the
overall thrust of urban programs has been to bolster development
and rents, and rarely to enhance use values. Even in the case of
suburban local government, often portrayed as the bastion of "lo-
cal control," the development process is dominated by the search
for rent and profit with the very creation of suburbs guided by such
goals. The result is a patchwork of governmental jurisdictions that
appears to reflect urban chaos, but actually organizes inequalities
among jurisdictions and their residents.

New tensions are emerging in the growth machine system, and
in chapter 6 we investigate these and other signs that the well-
worked-out mechanisms for integrating residents, entrepreneurs,
and capital may be faltering. In particular, instances of use value
revolt, primarily in the form of environmental movements, are
potential threats to rents and capital mobility. At the same time,
new modes of linking locality to the needs of capital seem to be
emerging, such as a tendency for corporate officials to participate
more directly in both the real estate business and local politics.

Finally, in chapter 7 we describe changes in the macroeco-
nomic system that are increasingly impinging upon localities, in-
cluding upon the struggles for use and exchange values going on
within them. New sorts of cities, distinguished by their special-
ized role in the international economic system, are giving rise to
distinctive relations among their component social groups. As cit-

ies are increasingly altered by forces outside local boundaries,
there are new challenges for residents straining to gain a degree
of control over local processes of development. We argue that
neighborhood parochialism will have to be supplanted by a
broader vision of how the system of places works, and how intel-
ligent action in one place can complement (but not necessarily
replicate) actions in others.

These are our themes and their order of presentation. To the
extent possible, we have tried to muster empirical evidence for
our points, sometimes utilizing illustrative detail and in other in-
stances relying on more fully developed research programs. Be-
cause we try to trace an argument through analytical levels and in
a way that makes sense overall, our evidence is not always as deep
or as complete as we would have liked. Our way of formulating
urban problems has not been widely followed among social scien-
tists and for that reason we have had to rely upon research mate-
rials generated by those with agendas different from our own. But
in the holes and troughs in our evidentiary base, there is an op-
portunity for new work, by ourselves and by others as well.

Although we are seldom explicit about it, we are also describ-
ing a program for the American community, comparable to more
frequently pronounced national strategies on such issues as de-
fense, economic development, and industrial policy. Local com-
munities are both the site of people's life gratifications and the
only arena in which most citizens can take any meaningful action.
We hope that the ideas and evidence contained in this book can
help, however indirectly, to clarify how and why localities matter,
and embolden people to take more informed and effective actions
on behalf of the lives they collectively lead.
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